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Abstract—Despite increasing popularity of stereo capture and display systems, creating stereo artwork remains a challenge. This

paper presents a stereo painting system, which enables effective from-scratch creation of high-quality stereo artwork. A key concept of

our system is a stereo layer, which is composed of two RGBAd (RGBAþ depth) buffers. Stereo layers alleviate the need for fully

formed representational 3D geometry required by most existing 3D painting systems, and allow for simple, essential depth

specification. RGBAd buffers also provide scalability for complex scenes by minimizing the dependency of stereo painting updates on

the scene complexity. For interaction with stereo layers, we present stereo paint and stereo depth brushes, which manipulate the

photometric (RGBA) and depth buffers of a stereo layer, respectively. In our system, painting and depth manipulation operations can be

performed in arbitrary order with real-time visual feedback, providing a flexible WYSIWYG workflow for stereo painting. Our data

structures allow for easy interoperability with existing image and geometry data, enabling a number of applications beyond from-

scratch art creation, such as stereo conversion of monoscopic artwork and mixed-media art. Comments from artists and experimental

results demonstrate that our system effectively aides in the creation of compelling stereo paintings.

Index Terms—Stereo painting, stereo layer, essential depth, stereo brush, 3D splat rendering

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

STEREOSCOPIC imaging is gaining renewed interest
through the recent commoditization of stereoscopic dis-

plays and capturing devices. With these devices, stereo-
scopic photographs and videos can be acquired and
displayed with realistic depth perception. Graphics research
has been conducted to improve the effectiveness of generat-
ing [1], enhancing [2], [3], and manipulating [4] realistic
(photographic) stereo content.

Despite these efforts, no adequate tools are available to-
date to create artistic (non-photographic) stereo artwork
from scratch. We ask ourselves: “What would a stereo Adobe
Photoshop or Corel Painter look like”? Artists like Dain Fager-
holm manage to attract a lot of popular and media attention
by exploring the new medium of stereo painting, but their
workflows are ad hoc, require significant trial-and-error,
and easily lead to undesirable artifacts (Fig. 2).

Some recent proprietary solutions and research works
use a paint-on-3D approach [5], [6], [7] and could be used to
create stereo artwork. However, the typical workflow of
existing paint-on-3D systems does not fit well with the goals
of from-scratch WYSIWYG stereo painting. In prior paint-
on-3D systems, a 3D object needs to be modeled first (in a

separate step), and can then be painted on and rendered
from arbitrary viewpoints. Within such an approach, paint-
ing is performed in an object-wise manner. That is, when-
ever we want to paint an object, we need to have an existing
3D model with the exact shape of the object (Fig. 5a).

As 3D modeling is difficult and time-consuming, we
should limit the modeling effort for stereo painting to only
enough depth information as is necessary to create a con-
vincing stereo effect. We call this concept essential depth
modeling (Section 3.1). Our stereo painting system achieves
this by allowing the artist to paint on stereo layers, which
contain geometric information, but are simpler and easier to
manipulate than representational geometry (Fig. 5b).

Current paint-on-3D systems were designed to paint on
existing fixed geometry, such as the virtual set of an ani-
mated movie. In such scenarios, the geometry is of para-
mount importance (for display, but also for rigging and
animation), and painting on it is just one way of coloring
it. For stereo painting, however, the ultimate goal is the
final painting, and any geometry is merely a vehicle to
supply the required depth information. As such, it is
important not to dictate a uni-directional workflow (geo-
metry!painting), but to allow for a free interplay between
painting and modeling. Our system provides paint (Sec-
tion 4) and depth (Section 5) brushes, which manipulate
the RGBA and depth channels of our stereo layers in any
desired order (Fig. 1).

We use splat-based 3D painting [6], [7] to implement
painting operations in our WYSIWYG stereo painting sys-
tem. Any splat-based paint-on-3D system should handle
the scalability issue of managing and rendering a large
number of splats (e.g., 1.1M splats in Fig. 17a). Splats are
generally semi-transparent, and each rendering update for
paint creation and editing should detect and process all
splats overlapping with the updated area. The current best
performance for such a system [6] is of time complexity
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Oðn log nÞ, where n is the number of splats. In the system,
rendering requires more than 100 ms for 0.1 M splats, which
may not be sufficient for instantaneous feedback required in
a WYSIWYG painting system. The data structures (Section
3.2) that implement our stereo layers naturally lend them-
selves to an advanced rendering optimization (Section 6.1)
that achieves Oð1Þ time complexity for painting updates.

A shorter version of this paper appeared in [8]. The pre-
vious paper focused on the fundamental approach to stereo
art creation from scratch with a fully flexible workflow, and
discussed all the necessary components for a practical
implementation of such a system. In this paper, we extend
upon this previous work with various usability and work-
flow improvements. Three major extensions are 1) allowing
import of existing artworks for guidance or modification,
and to extend the range of collages/styles that can be pro-
duced; 2) exploring additional options for creating shapes,
focusing on those that are compatible with our design phi-
losophy (sketch/painting-based, rather than 3D-centric); 3)
an extended discussion on additional convenience function-
ality to improve the workflow of our artists, such as erase
brushes and operations on multiple stereo layers. Our con-
tributions can thus be summarized as follows:

� Design and implementation of an effective working
system for WYSIWYG stereo painting from scratch

� Concept of a stereo layer as the core element for ste-
reo painting which resolves the limitations of splat-
based 3D painting

� Oð1Þ rendering update algorithm for painting interac-
tion on a stereo layer with real-time visual feedback

� Stereo paint and depth brushes that can effectively
manipulate stereo layers without a predetermined
order

� Extended applications beyond from-scratch art crea-
tion, such as stereo conversion of monoscopic art-
work and mixed-media art

All stereo images included in this paper are the anaglyph
versions generated from the original side-by-side stereo
images, which should be viewed through red-and-cyan ana-
glyph glasses. We used Dubois’s anaglyph method for the
anaglyph conversion which involves some color loss in min-
imizing ghost artifacts [9]. We refer readers to the supple-
mentary material, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TVCG.2014.17, for the original full color stereo
images.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Na€ıve and Ad-Hoc Methods

Girling introduced a stereoscopic hand-drawing method
in his book [10]. Given a primary drawing, his method
instructs artists to generate a secondary drawing by adap-
tively displacing the primary drawing parts based on
their depths in an imagined 3D perspective. This method
requires a deep understanding of perspective and fore-
shortening, and does not address the issue of surface
marks (strokes) correspondence in the left and right
views. Several ad hoc tutorials exist on the web to create
stereo pairs from a single input image. One approach is
to approximate so-called “toe-in stereo” by rotating the
input image slightly inwards in 3D space along the verti-
cal axis. More sophisticated methods require a user to
manually paint a grayscale depth-map and then use com-
puter software (such as Adobe Photoshop) to create a ste-
reo pair by converting the depth values into horizontal
disparity offsets (Fig. 2). These methods are difficult to
control, only allow for 2.5D effects, and require manual
inpainting to correct for stretching artifacts. Manual
inpainting is particularly difficult for paintings, as

Fig. 1. Stereo artwork creation using our WYSIWYG stereo painting system. (a, b, and c) An artist can paint on and manipulate depth information of a
stereo layer at any time in any order with interactive visual feedback. (d) A stereo painting can be composed of multiple stereo layers that contain par-
tial drawings. (e) The final stereo painting shows compelling stereo effects.

Fig. 2. (Top) Examples of stereo artworks on the web by Dain Fager-
holm, which were created by displacing the left view with manual inpaint-
ing. (Bottom) The secondary view (right image) contains stretching,
tearing, and inpainting artifacts. Image courtesy Dain Fagerholm. (http://
dainfagerholm.blogspot.kr/)
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individual strokes in the left and right views are sup-
posed to correspond 1:1.

2.2 2.5D Approaches

2.5D approaches are widely used especially for converting
monoscopic movies or images to stereo. These approaches
start with a 2D image and inflate or cut-and-fold the image
to increase the dimensionality. Horry et al. [11] allowed a
simple scene depicted in an image to be modeled by up to
five rectangles (most suitable for architectural scenes) with
scene details added as hierarchical polygon models. Ven-
tura et al. [12] computed an initial segmentation of an input
image, which a user could then mark up with strokes to
indicate occlusion boundaries and various depth-layers.
Ward et al. [13] presented an effective system to handle the
depth to convert 2D movies into stereo, in which several
efficient tools are presented to manipulate the depths of
2.5D layers. All of these approaches allow for engaging
pop-up effects to be applied to images. However, for stereo
art creation, the limited topology of pop-ups generally
makes it difficult to achieve complex layering for transpar-
ency or volumetric effects of painting strokes. Our stereo
painting system supports a pop-up like workflow (among
others), while allowing for true layering (3D), including
transparency and volumetric effects.

2.3 Paint-in-3D

Tamari [14] presented a physical WYSIWYG stereo art crea-
tion device named 3DD and produced several stereo paint-
ings using the device (Fig. 3). When the user controls a 3D
handle, two 2D strokes are concurrently placed with appro-
priate disparities onto the left and right views. As such,
3DD solves several problems: (1) Disparity and perspective
are encoded mechanically in the design of the device; (2)
surface marks correspond 1:1 in both views (this may not be
true for complex marks, such as brush-strokes); (3) using a
stereo viewing attachment, the artist can see the stereo pic-
ture while creating it. This WYSIWYG feedback is important
for the artist to create a correct depth-illusion, and has been
linked to increased serendipity [15], a key factor in creative
expression. However, delicate control in an unconstrained
3D space, needed to manipulate a 3D drawing handle, is
generally known to be difficult [16]. An immersive painting
system using a VR cave setup by Keefe et al. [16], which
provided additional painting metaphors, such as brushes, a
palette, and even a paint bucket within a 3D space, suffers a
similar limitation.

2.4 Paint-on-3D (on Surface Texture)

Painting interactions in 3D space can be aided with a con-
straining surface that guides the placements of 3D strokes
and stores the result of 3D paint as textures. The simplest
form of this is billboarding, where the constraining surfa-
ces have planar geometry. Cohen et al. [17] presented a
tool for creating virtual worlds made of billboards. Dor-
sey et al. [18] proposed a sketching system, called Mental
Canvas, to help architectural design and analysis using
sketches positioned on billboards aligned with the view.
However, when applied to stereo painting, such techni-
ques can only support planar depth variations. One of
the earliest systems for painting on a general 3D surface
was proposed by Hanrahan and Haeberli [19]. A concur-
rent system by Williams [20] incorporated modeling
aspects via displacement mapping to modify simple
geometry with painted detail. Among commercial soft-
wares, Maya and Photoshop provide 3D paint tools with
which the user can place paint marks on a 3D surface via
a paint-through-the-lens metaphor. These approaches
may not retain stroke appearance from different view-
points (Fig. 4e). Also, aliasing artifacts may occur on
strokes (Figs. 4a and 4c). Another known limitation of
these approaches is that occluding contours of surfaces
remain noticeable after painting, so called giftwrap appear-
ance [6], due to strict adherence of textures to the surfaces
(Fig. 4d).

Fig. 3. 3DD [14]. (Left) A physical paint-in-3D device for stereo art crea-
tion, by Vladimir Faik Tamari. (Right) A stereo pair drawn by Tamari
using the device. Image courtesy Vladimir Faik Tamari. (http://www.ne.
jp/asahi/tamari/vladimir/3dd.html)

Fig. 4. Limitations of paint-on-3D via surface-texture. (a, b, and c)
Aliasing artifacts even with higher resolution textures. (d) Gift-wrap
artifact: polygonal boundaries remain noticeable after covered by
painting. (e) Due to disparity variations, a stroke-texture may not
retain the intended appearance in the secondary view. (f) In con-
trast, a splat-based paint stroke retains the correct appearance in
both views.
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2.5 Paint-on-3D (with Surface Marks)

Resolving the above limitations of texture-based paint-on-
3D systems has been one key challenge for incorporating
2D painting effects into 3D animation. Daniels [5] intro-
duced a painting system, Deep Canvas, which simulates
3D painting by placing ribbon strokes, which are repre-
sented by triangle strips with stroke textures, on 3D sur-
faces. Schmid et al. [6] extended this concept by using
splats for stroke representation and adding sculpting and
level-set interpretation of the proxy surface to incorporate
volumetric effects via off-surface painting, in order to
suggest fur, hair, and smoke. Baran et al. [7] addressed
the composition issue due to the conflict between over-
painting and depth-ordering of semi-transparent splats.
Fundamentally, these approaches could be used to create
stereo paintings, but they are not very well suited
because of the reasons detailed in the introduction: (1) a
requirement to model complete 3D geometry ahead of
time with limited options to modify said geometry after-
ward; and (2) performance limitations that hinder WYSI-
WYG feedback for complex artworks.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

Unlike a traditional (monoscopic) painting, a stereo paint-
ing involves the perception of an additional dimension
(depth), thereby creating the illusion of 3D space. Referenc-
ing this third dimension directly (via 3D input) is difficult,
especially with small-scale precision, as is necessary for
painting. We therefore follow the common paint-on-3D
approach, which allows mapping of 2D input into the third
dimension via projection onto 3D geometry.

3.1 Stereo Layers for Essential Depth Modeling

Fig. 5 shows the conceptual difference of our stereo-layer-
based painting from prior paint-on-3D systems. Compared
to some recent paint-on-3D approaches [5], [6], [7], the
geometry we paint on is not limited to be representational
(i.e., representing the 3D shape of the object that is being
painted). In our system, the artist paints on a stereo layer,
which is a generalization of the traditional layer in mono-
scopic image editing tools, with additional geometric
information. The concept of a layer is well known to many
artists and lowers the learning curve for our stereo paint-
ing system. Key differences between our stereo-layer-
based painting and systems that paint on representational

3D geometry, such as [5], [6], [7] and Maya, are encapsu-
lated in the notion of essential depth modeling:

� Postponable modeling. Our system does not require
existing complex 3D models. Painting can start on
simple planar geometry which is later enriched with
just enough depth information to achieve the
intended 3D illusion. Unlike the uni-directional
workflow of existing systems, our brush painting and
depth modeling can be intermixed in any order,
allowing for true from-scratch creation of stereo
artwork.

� Façade modeling. Stereo painting does not require
modeling full 3D geometry. Given a fixed stereo
viewpoint, we may choose to model only front-fac-
ing geometry, and only the parts that are not hidden
by others, including self-occlusions.

� Painted contours. Painting with stereo layers removes
the strict correlation between object geometry and
object paint. Specifically, a single stereo layer may
contain several painted objects, and a single logical
object may be painted over several stereo layers. One
practical upshot is that we need not model object
contours. Instead, we can simply paint the contour
on a stereo layer. For example, in Fig. 1, the contour
of the flower is not modeled but simply painted on a
partially inflated stereo layer. This approach also
avoids the giftwrap artifact of painting on representa-
tional geometry (Fig. 4d).

� Perception-based modeling. In addition to stereo dis-
parity, human depth perception is affected by many
depth cues, such as occlusion, shading, texture dis-
tortion, perspective foreshortening, and defocus [3].
Depth perception from stereo disparity is not perfect
and relatively fragile. Other depth cues could be
painted (e.g., shading), evoking surprising sensa-
tion of depth, without correct underlying geometry.
Furthermore, over-simplified, exaggerated, or unre-
alistic depth may even be desirable for stylistic pur-
poses (non-photorealism).

Altogether, essential depth modeling, as realized through
stereo layers, enables a WYSIWYG environment with a flexi-
ble workflow, where an artist can model the depth of a
painting just enough to achieve the intended 3D effect.
Fig. 1 illustrates the benefits of such an environment. Using
traditional paint-on-3D approaches, we would have to
model a complex flower shape, including every leaf and
petal. With our system, we can generate the painting with
just a few stereo layers with relatively simple geometry.

Our system also enables effective painting of indistinct
features, such as fur, hair, and foliage, which may have
complex occlusions with other objects. Practically, we
merely place several stereo layers in front of one another
and paint on them. The tree leaves in Fig. 17b are
painted this way. Schmid et al. [6] presented an implicit
canvas concept to support painting of indistinct features.
However, with that method, the depth of already painted
features cannot be easily adjusted. In our system, the
depths of any features painted on a stereo layer can be
adjusted simply by further manipulation of depth for
that layer.

Fig. 5. Conceptual difference in accessing 3D space between (a) object-
wise 3D painting in most paint-on-3D systems (both texture-based and
surface-mark-based) and (b) our stereo-layer-based stereo painting.
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3.2 Data Structure for Stereo Layers

A typical stereo painting in our system contains a number of
different stereo layers. Each stereo layer comprises of the fol-
lowing components (Fig. 6):

3.2.1 RGBAd Buffers

Any stereo image contains separate color information for
the left and right views. We store this information in two
RGBA buffers for each stereo layer. Additionally, we store
the depth (d) information for the layer’s geometry, as seen
by each view. This allows us to (1) quickly perform the
2D!3D mapping of user input; and (2) accelerate composit-
ing of multiple stereo layers for final rendering (Section 6.1).

3.2.2 Grid Mesh

Along with the RGBAd buffers, each stereo layer bundles all
the required information to re-render the buffers after certain
operations (e.g., load, geometric manipulation, and layer
merging). The initial 3D mesh geometry of a stereo layer
may be loaded from a file, but in general defaults to a simple
planar grid mesh spanning the viewport at the depth of the
screen. For convenience, the planar shape may be globally
deformed via curvature sliders, to approximate geometric
shapes, like cylinders, ellipsoids, or saddles. We found that a
grid ofM ¼ image width=4 byN ¼ image height=4 provides
enough detail. When the user applies a depth adjustment on
a certain view, the depth values of grid vertices under the
brush are modified, and the two depth buffers are updated
by projecting the modified grid mesh. The 3D geometry also
enables 3D transformation of a stereo layer, for which we
maintain a simple 3D transformationmatrix.

3.2.3 3D Stroke Paths

When a user paints on a stereo layer, we directly render the
paint stroke into the RGBA buffers for instant visual feed-
back. We also record the 3D stroke path so that we can re-
render a pristine stroke after a geometric deformation of the

stereo layer. This enables resolution independence (within
the limits of brush splat resolution). The 3D stroke path is
formed by combining the 2D user input with the depth
buffer in the primary view, and then transformed to the ste-
reo layer’s coordinate system by applying the inverse trans-
formation of the layer’s 3D transformation matrix.

3.2.4 Guidance Texture

Each stereo layer contains a guidance texture to aid the
user in drawing more accurately. The user can toggle the
visibility of the guidance texture and paint strokes inde-
pendently. By default, the texture represents a square
grid and aids in depth perception and size estimation.
The user can also load an arbitrary image into the guid-
ance texture, to use as a template, or to incorporate into
the stereo painting design, as is.

This texture support of a stereo layer extends the capabil-
ity of our stereo painting system toward more variety of ste-
reo image generation. For example, stereo conversion of an
existing monoscopic artwork can be effectively managed by
our system if the artwork consists of several layers for
which different depths are desired to introduce stereoscopic
effect. Furthermore, mixed-style artworks can be produced
which have both painting-based and image-based contents
(Section 7.2).

3.2.5 State

In addition to the photometric and geometric data associ-
ated with each stereo layer, we also maintain some global
state. This state includes the global 3D transformation
matrix, the active/inactive state of the layer, and its global
opacity value.

3.3 Working with Stereo Layers

Our system provides two main tools to work with stereo
layers: a stereo paint brush and a stereo depth brush (Fig. 6).
The stereo paint brush paints splats into the RGBA buffers
(Section 4) in a stereo-consistent manner. The stereo depth
brush enables geometric manipulation of depth buffers and
the corresponding grid mesh (Section 5). For both brush
types, we achieve interactive visual feedback (particularly,
Oð1Þ for paint updates) via caching and optimized
compositing of multiple layers (Section 6.1). Our system
also supports additional stereo-layer operations including
duplication, merging, and copy-and-paste (Section 6.2).
Unlike previous works, all operations supported by our sys-
tem may be interleaved in any order. This property allows
artists to develop a personal workflow that best suits their
individual and artistic needs, as demonstrated in Section 7.1
and our supplementary video, available on the Computer
Society Digital Library.

4 STEREO PAINT BRUSH

In our system, the 2D user input is converted to 3D stroke
paths by referencing the depth buffers underneath the 2D
input locations. The two corresponding stroke paths for the
left and right views are created by projecting the 3D stroke
path. The two stroke paths are rendered into the RGBA buf-
fers by mapping splats along the paths according to brush

Fig. 6. Overall structure of our stereo painting system. Based on the con-
cept of stereo layers, our system provides tools for interaction with two
RGBA buffers (stereo paint brush), and two depth buffers (stereo depth
brush). The layers are rendered into a stereo output buffer to generate
the final result.
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attributes, such as brush scale, rotation, texture, color, and
opacity [21].

In generating a stroke with splats, splat spacing deter-
mines the brush overlap and highly affects the appearance
of the final stroke. Regular sampling of splats is needed for
basic strokes, including solid connected strokes and dotted
strokes with fixed spacing (Fig. 7). For semi-transparent
paint, spacing is even more crucial to retain consistent
transparency.

Prior splat-based painting [6], [7] generates strokes
dynamically in the image space by regularly placing splats
at sampled locations of the projected 3D stroke paths. In
producing a monoscopic painting, this scheme would suf-
fice to retain the stroke appearance at an arbitrary view.
However, if we simply apply splat sampling to left and
right views independently, then corresponding splats in
both views may not have the correct disparity distance,
leading to locally inconsistent stereo cues. Consequently, in
stereo painting, additional adjustment of splat spacing may
be needed for separate stereo views.

To provide explicit stereo coherence of splats, the stroke
path on the left view can be sampled and then the sampled
splats can be propagated onto the right view. However, this
method does not guarantee the required screen-space sam-
pling in the right view for retaining the stroke appearance.
When A and B are two adjacent sampling locations in the
left view, the corresponding points A0 and B0 on the right
view may have a different spacing from A and B, because
the depths of A0 and B0 may differ (Fig. 7a).

To maximize stroke appearance similarity between views
while keeping stereo coherence, we evaluate an optimiza-
tion function that considers both factors. Let d be the signed
difference between the result sampling distance s and the
intended value s0, i.e.,

dðp; p0Þ ¼ sðp; p0Þ � s0;

where sðp; p0Þ ¼ jp� p0j with a newly added point p and
the previously sampled point p0. To bound under- and
over-sampling of splats in a view, we decompose d into
closer and farther spacing costs and enable weighting of
each term:

E ¼ a � E�ðp; p0Þ þ b � Eþðp; p0Þ;
where E�ðp; p0Þ ¼ maxð�d; 0Þ and Eþðp; p0Þ ¼ maxðd; 0Þ.
Notice that E� penalizes a splat spacing smaller than s0

while Eþ penalizes a larger one. When a ¼ b ¼ 1, E
becomes jdj.

To consider the splat spacing in both the primary and the
projected views, we define the final stereo sampling cost
function by

E ¼ a � ðE�ðp; p0Þ þ E�ðq; q0ÞÞ þ b � ðEþðp; p0Þ þ Eþðq; q0ÞÞ;
where p and p0 are positions in the primary view, and q
and q0 are corresponding positions in the projected view,
respectively. Although a and b can be tuned for different
objectives, we use b > a to bias toward oversampling and
thereby preventing stroke discontinuity. In our system,
we set a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 3. Increasing b generally ensures
stroke continuity, but eventually leads to an excessive
number of splats.

To determine the sampling point p with the cost function
E, we first compute the point p1 that is apart from p0 by
the amount of s0 in the stroke direction. We then sample
n points from the line segment between p0 and p1, and evalu-
ate the value ofE for those n points, picking the one with the
smallest cost. With this adaptive sampling of splats, our ste-
reo paint brush achieves a more constant transparency while
retaining most of the intended stereo disparity (Fig. 7b).

4.1 Compositing

In combining multiple brush strokes on a stereo layer, we
follow Porter and Duff’s [22] compositing model based on
pre-multiplied alpha. By default, subsequent brush splats
are composited with existing ones using the over rule:

ðca;aaÞ u ðcb;abÞ ¼ ðca þ ð1� aaÞcb;aa þ ð1� aaÞabÞ;
where ca and aa are the color and alpha values of a splat a,
respectively. In practice, we have also found it useful to fill
in paint behind existing brush strokes (e.g., to fill in the inte-
rior of a sketched outline without disturbing the outline),
for which we use the under compositing rule:

ðca;aaÞ t ðcb;abÞ ¼ ðð1� abÞca þ cb; ð1� abÞaa þ abÞ:

The over and under rules, together with the order in
which brush strokes were applied, completely define the
compositing of paint for an individual stereo layer (Fig. 8).
Compositing of multiple stereo layers with correct depth-
order and transparency handling is described in Section 6.

4.2 Stereo Erase Brush

An essential operation in any practical painting system is
the removal of previously applied paint with an eraser

Fig. 7. Splat sampling comparison. Our stereo robust sampling gener-
ates more regularly sampled stereo splats by considering splat spacing
in both views.

Fig. 8. Examples of over, under, and erase brushes.
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brush. Within a splat-based approach, one might consider
simply deleting the splats under the eraser brush, however
such a solution suffers from coarse granularity, poor predict-
ability (due to the varying sizes of brushes composited
within a stereo layer), and costly re-rendering.

Instead, we implement our eraser brush as a brush that
paints transparent strokes, using a modification of the over
rule, which we call the erase rule:

ðca;aaÞ"ðcb;abÞ ¼ ðð1� aaÞcb; ð1� aaÞabÞ:
This simple but effective approach enables intuitive and
accurate responses for erase brush strokes regardless of the
internal (sampled) representations of the previously painted
parts. Fig. 8c shows an example of an erase brush stroke.

While our erase brush provides realistic erasing effects
when applied, one overhead is the increasing data size,
because new erasing strokes are added for erasing effects.
One possible way to handle this issue is providing a consoli-
dation feature to remove splats that are not contributing to
the final color, which is left as a future work.

5 STEREO DEPTH BRUSH

We provide brush tools for manipulating the depth buffers
in a stereo layer. This approach can be considered similar to
ZBrush [23], which provides a diverse set of brushes,
including displace, move, magnify, pinch, and blob for
changing 3D geometry in Euclidean space. However, ste-
reo-consistent depth manipulation of two concurrent depth
buffers requires additional care.

Since the value changes in a depth buffer are displace-
ments of points in the 3D space along the rays from the
viewpoint, they cannot be directly mapped onto another
depth buffer constructed from a different viewpoint
(Fig. 5b). A stereo vision technique [24] could be used for
propagating the updates of one depth buffer onto another,
but this approach should handle holes and depth disconti-
nuities. Our solution is to utilize the grid mesh structure of
our stereo layer for coherent updates of two depth buffers.
For depth manipulation, our system provides two brush
interactions, displacement brush and smoothing brush.

5.1 Displacement Brush

Technically, a displacement brush places positive or nega-
tive displacement values in a temporary displacement
buffer. These displacement values are applied to the stereo
layer’s grid mesh along the view direction, and the
deformed grid mesh is projected onto the left and right
depth buffers. We offer the displacement brush in two fla-
vors: an absolute mode, called dragging, and a relative
mode, called drawing.

The dragging mode works like a stamp that impresses the
displacement map into a thin membrane and can be used to
extrude geometry with the current brush shape. By drag-
ging the mouse up or down, the user can directly modify
the amount of positive (push) or negative (pull) depth
change. The dragging mode is useful in modeling technical
shapes (e.g., the Racer in Fig. 9).

The drawing mode works more like a brush, in that it
pushes or pulls (depending on a keyboard toggle) the
depth values in the displacement map accumulatively.

Larger depth changes can be aggregated by drawing
over the same region repeatedly. This mode lends itself
to modeling of smooth and organic shapes, such as the
Head in Fig. 9.

In dragging mode, for a cursor position p, the painted dis-
placement d at a buffer-pixel q affected by the brush of size
2r� 2r is determined by

dðqÞ ¼ s � dðtÞ � Dymouse; (1)

where s is the brush strength, d is the displacement map of
the brush, t is the texture coordinate to query the displace-
ment map, and Dymouse is the mouse displacement in y
direction. In drawing mode, the displacement brush is
“painted” into the displacement buffer using our standard
paint-brush approach (Section 4), through over-compositing.

With the specified displacement values, we then want to
update the depth values of vertices in the grid mesh. We
change the screen-space depth zn of an affected vertex v by
offset Dzn to determine the new depth z0n, namely:

z0n ¼ zn þ Dzn: (2)

If we directly assign the displacement d to Dzn, the vertex
will be displaced more in 3D space when they are farther,
and less when they are closer to the viewer. Instead, we
determine Dzn so that the change of eye coordinate z value
of a deformed vertex is linearly scaled by the change of
screen-space depth due to d, which can be achieved by

Dzn ¼ d

ðze þ dÞ � ze ; (3)

where ze is the eye coordinate z value of vertex vn. The
vertex position update is implemented fully in GPU
using the stream output feature of Direct3D 10 for real-
time performance.

For displacement brushes, in addition to supporting arbi-
trary user-specified displacement maps (grayscale textures),
our system provides several pre-defined displacement tem-
plates, which we found useful in modeling technical and
organic shapes. Among these are: Gaussian, constant, linear,
parabolic, spherical, cylindrical, conical, and saddle tem-
plates. All the pre-defined templates are evaluated mathe-
matically on GPU, instead of loaded as textures, to
minimize sampling and scaling artifacts.

Fig. 9. Depth brushes. (Left) A canvas is deformed using drag and draw
modes with displacement brushes. (Right) A technical shape (Racer)
and an organic shape (Head) modeled with our system.
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5.2 Smoothing Brush

For de-emphasizing or removing extrusions locally, elimi-
nating sampling artifacts from user-brushes, or for blend-
ing between adjacent extrusions, we employ a smoothing
brush. This is implemented as an adjustable-size brush with
Gaussian envelope. When a smoothing brush scrubs over
some geometry, the depth values of grid mesh vertices
under the brush are smoothed by convolution with a
Gaussian kernel.

6 MULTIPLE STEREO LAYERS

Previous sections discussed manipulations of a single stereo
layer. A single stereo layer offers similar functionality to
existing 2.5D approaches and can be trivially rendered (all
required information is contained in the two RGBAd buf-
fers). The true power of our system derives from easily com-
bining several stereo layers in a stereo painting to achieve
complex depth and layering effects (Fig. 10).

6.1 Accelerated Rendering

Since a stereo layer generally contains semi-transparent
strokes, the merging of multiple stereo layers requires
appropriate handling of transparency. Unlike standard
2D layers, our stereo layers are generally not fronto-pla-
nar and may intersect with each other (Fig. 11a). Hence,
the merging of stereo layers cannot be trivially handled
by ordered rendering of layers as a whole, but requires
pixel-wise ordering.

To provide a painting interaction with real-time feed-
back, we present an efficient caching algorithm that reduces
the rendering update complexity to Oð1Þ, effectively remov-
ing the rendering dependency on scene complexity. Since
an artist interacts with only one layer at a time (a common
assumption in most commercial software), we can desig-
nate one stereo layer as active, and all remaining ones as
inactive (Fig. 11b). We thus define three spaces: L�, the inac-
tive far space, which is behind the active stereo layer; L0,
the active stereo layer itself; and Lþ, the inactive remaining
space. Since only the active stereo layer may change during
painting, we pre-composite L� and Lþ into back- and
front-layer buffers, respectively. We create these buffers by
applying depth peeling [25] to the stereo layers in L� and
Lþ, respectively.

Our stroke rendering furthermore leverages two
implicit optimizations. Since the new paint marks on a
stereo layer are rendered in paint-order in a similar way
to [7], we do not have to redraw existing strokes when a
new one is added. We simply composite the latest splat
with the current contents in the L0 RGBA buffer. In
addition, the new splat has a limited screen-space extent,
and we can limit the screen update (and buffer modifica-
tion) only to that region. We subdivide the image space
of each view into m by n tiles, and update only the
affected tiles. Consequently, for each brush movement,
we render a few splats into L0, and then compose
L�; L0; and Lþ only on the affected region. Altogether,
this amounts to Oð1Þ time complexity for a painting
operation, providing instant visual feedback, indepen-
dently of scene complexity.

In the case of depth manipulation, we have to repaint
splats affected by the depth changes because their locations
should be updated. With our tile-based rendering, when
depth interaction occurs in a certain view, we first compute
tiles containing the affected splats both by their current and
changed depths, and then fully redraw those tiles by
sequentially repainting all splats in the tiles in their painting
order. Once the active layer L0 has been updated in this
way, we also update the caching layers L� and Lþ in the
affected tiles by depth peeling.

Fig. 10. Stereo layers of a tree painting. A complex volumetric depth
effect of tree leaves is achieved by painting on multiple stereo layers
with partially transparent paint at varying global and local depths.

Fig. 11. Stereo layer rendering. (Left) Multiple stereo layers may
involve complex depth ordering. Because a stereo layer contains
transparent strokes, depth peeling [25] is required for proper render-
ing whenever the layer content is changed. (Right) Our system subdi-
vides the space into active and inactive near/far spaces and caches
the rendering of inactive spaces. Our approach removes the need of
redundant depth peeling when painting occurs on the active layer.
The caching is only updated when another layer has been activated
or layer geometry has been changed.
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This tiling approach reduces the time necessary for visual
feedback by reducing the number of splats to be updated.
However, in the worst case, the affected tiles may still have
too many splats to generate real-time feedback. To handle
such a case, our system offers a preview quality visual feed-
back by texturing the RGBA buffers onto the grid mesh sur-
faces and simply rendering the deformed grid meshes with
the textures until the geometric deformation is completed.
This incurs temporary texture distortions but retains high
interactivity.

6.2 Operations on Stereo Layers

6.2.1 Duplication

A stereo layer can be duplicated, and the artist can choose to
duplicate just the geometry, or the geometry and 3D paint
strokes (Fig. 12). Duplication can happen via copying or
cloning. Copying is useful for creating different versions of
the same stereo layer. For example, the small right plant in
Fig. 17 is a copy of the left plant with additional geometric
perturbations and different paint. The stems of the tree
(Figs. 10a, 10b, and 10c) were also created by duplication
with additional modification. Cloning is useful for creating
identical copies of a stereo layer, so that modifications on
any clone are reflected on all other clones.

6.2.2 Merge

A stereo layer S can be merged with another stereo layer T
(Fig. 13). The merge operation is useful for modeling a more
complicated geometry by combining already modeled par-
tial shapes. In addition, it can be used to extend a stereo
layer S while keeping the original painting on it, by merging
it with an empty stereo layer T behind S. To determine the
geometry of the merged stereo layer, a plane is created
which covers both S and T in the screen space. For each
sample point of the merged layer, the corresponding depth
values of S and T are queried and the smallest (closer to the
viewer) is chosen as the merged depth value. This update of
vertices is first done for the left depth buffers and then fur-
ther updated for the right depth buffers. For vertices not
covered by the source depth buffers, we assign the farthest
depth from S and T . After the geometry has been deter-
mined, we merge brush strokes by reapplying the strokes of
S and T based on the painting order of those strokes, while
updating the depth of splats with the new depth values of
the layer.

6.2.3 Copy-and-Paste

Brush strokes on a stereo layer can be projected onto
another stereo layer. Stroke projection can be considered as
an analogy of copy-and-paste in 2D painting to reuse a
drawing, but it also enables depth changes (Fig. 14). This
operation is useful when the artist wants to modify the
depths of strokes in a global way, e.g., projecting existing
painting onto a slanted stereo layer to adjust the perspective
with depth variation.

7 INTERACTION SCENARIOS

7.1 Painting Stereo Artworks

In addition to one of the authors (Holger Winnem€oller, art-
ist #2), we had four artists produce artworks for this paper,
one paid (artist #4), three unpaid (artist #1, #3, #5). All artists
were familiar with 2D digital painting tools. Except artist #4,
the artists also had at least basic experience with 3D model-
ing packages.

These artists conceptualized our system primarily as
a painting tool with added 3D features, rather than a 3D
modeling package. All the artists were able to use the
system after 30 minutes of instructions. The instructions
detailed the tools of the system, but did not advise about
possible workflows. As anticipated, multiple workflows
were adopted in practice: Some artists always completed
the geometric modeling before beginning any painting.
Other artists preferred to set a scene using very basic geom-
etry. They then sketched shapes onto the basic geometry,
proceeded to modify the geometry using depth brushes,
and finally painted over the geometry. The other artists
preferred finishing painting on the basic geometry first
with rough positioning and then modified the detailed

Fig. 12. A single leaf layer (a) is duplicated to create foliage (b). With dif-
ferent orientations and positions, it is not noticeable that the duplicates
are essentially same drawings.

Fig. 13. Merging two layers (a and b) into a single layer (c).

Fig. 14. The painting in (a) was drawn (or imported) in perspective and
has inaccurate depth information on the default stereo layer. This can be
fixed in our system by projecting strokes onto an appropriately slanted
layer via copy-and-paste.
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local depths of painting. Some artists dynamically changed
the stereo baseline to increase or decrease the perceived
stereo depths globally.

The time taken to paint an artwork was mostly less than
2 hours, but was quite variable. Most artists took signifi-
cantly more time for the first painting than for subsequent
ones (often 4-8�). Artist #2 took about 4 hours for
“Seabreeze” as the first image, and only 40 minutes for
“Portal” after being well acquainted with the system. Very
highly detailed paintings took more time. “Train” was the
first artwork created by artist #1, which took 24 hours
including trial-and-errors with our system. She then created
“Tree” in 8 hours. Her third painting “boat” took only 30
minutes. For these paintings, stereo layer placement and
depth manipulation took less than 1 hour while most time
was spent for detailed final brush touches. For “Racer”, the
artist put more time for modeling detailed 3D geometry
before painting for about 2 hours, and took 4 hours in total.

All the artists said simple operations supported by our
system are surprisingly effective to achieve the intended
stereo artwork from scratch. They also reported our stereo
painting system was “fun” to use, and expressed excitement
about this new art form.

Fig. 17 shows artworks created with our system by five
different artists. Remarkably, the visual looks are all very
distinct, indicating that our stereo painting system is artisti-
cally versatile and allows artists to achieve unique, personal
styles, including styles of cartoon, illustration, water-color,
and oil painting.

7.2 Creating Mixed-Style Artworks

Mixed-media art combines a variety of materials and paint-
ing techniques in a single image. Due to the plasticity of the
media (e.g., thick acrylic paint, deformed paper cut-outs,
cloth, etc.) these images often have some real depths in
them, which cannot be captured in flat 2D artwork. Our ste-
reo painting offers a unique digital equivalent to real-world
mixed media art.

Based on the guidance texture support of our stereo layer
(Section 3.2.4), an artist (#1) created two mixed-media stereo
paintings, which mix image-based and paint-based contents
and provide unique stereo visual appearances. In Fig. 15a,
the artist textured a stereo layer with a photograph of a bird
on a chair after removing the background. She then painted
a watercolor style rural scene in stereo on different layers

using paint brushes. In Fig. 15b, she created a stereo mixed-
media collage by texturing several stereo layers in the dog
face using photographic pattern images while painting the
dog’s body in stereo. In these artworks, stereo painting was
also used to handle occasional holes between neighboring
image-based parts with different assigned depths, and for
final touches on the textured content. Note that depth
adjustments via depth brushes can be applied indepen-
dently of the layer’s content (image-based or paint-based),
where an image-based layer is essentially the same as a
paint-based layer having no paint strokes.

In Fig. 15c, the artist used our stereo painting system to
add depth information to her previous layer-based mono-
scopic artwork. She saved the layers of her original Photo-
shop painting into image files, and then loaded the image
files as guidance textures of several stereo layers in our sys-
tem. Using affine transformations, the spacing, size, and rel-
ative positioning of several layers were easily adjusted.

These three examples demonstrate the versatility of
our stereo painting system. Our stereo layers can be used
as a general tool for stereo conversion and extension of
monoscopic layer-based artworks, where our paint and
depth brushes handle stereo-aware hole filling and con-
tent editing/mixing.

7.3 Alternative Modeling Approaches

Our system allows for essential depth modeling (Section 3.1)
via stereo depth brushes (Section 9) that are applied to pla-
nar geometry. This proved to be a simple, yet expressive

Fig. 15. Mixed-media stereo artwork creation and stereo conversion of a monoscopic artwork using the guidance texture feature of a stereo layer.

Fig. 16. Sketch-based modeling for stereo painting. (a) 3D tulip model
generated by a sketch-based modeling system (Smooth Teddy [26]). (b)
Stereo painting generated by painting on the imported model. (c) Stereo
painting on a stereo layer modeled with our system.
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Fig. 17. Stereo paintings created using our system. The number in the caption for an artwork denotes the artist who created the artwork (see Section
7.1 and Acknowledgements).
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mechanism for the artists who tested our system. We
believe the success of this approach lies in the fact that this
type of modeling closely resembles painting interactions
and is therefore easily accessible to painterly artists. How-
ever, a number of sketch-based modeling (SBM) approaches
also satisfy this criterion.

Since our system supports importing 3D models, it can
be extended with other modeling approaches and systems
including SBM. To compare the usability with such an
alternative modeling approach, we asked an artist (#1) to
recreate the Tulip painting in Fig. 1 by modeling the sur-
face with a SBM system, called Smooth Teddy [26]. The art-
ist readily created the tulip shown in Fig. 16a. However,
remodeling was eventually required when the artist
wanted to change the shape of the tulip. This happened
again when she wanted to change the curve of the tulip
stem and the shape of leaves. After trying SBM approach,
the artist stated that modeling itself was fun, but that she
preferred the simple shapes of our stereo layers, as these
generally extend beyond the implied geometry of an
object, making it simple to change an object’s contour in
paint, rather than geometry. Additionally, the artist com-
mented on the fact that our modeling approach allows for
better artistic expression by preserving the chosen brush
style on boundaries (Fig. 16c), whereas this is difficult to
achieve in the SBM modeling approach.

While this argument only reflects the feedback of a single
artist, it makes sense within the design criteria of our system
to allow for a variety of different coarse 3D modeling
approaches, where they can be refined later on using depth
brushes, or similar mechanisms. In other words, it remains
important to keep the workflow between painting, model-
ing, and refinement completely flexible. In practice, this
means that external modeling components will have to be
able to import geometric deformations achieved by other
components of the system.

7.4 Performance Analysis

We have implemented our WYSIWYG stereo painting sys-
tem using DirectX 10 platform. The rendering performance
was measured on a PC with 2.66 Ghz Intel Core i7 920
CPU, 6 GB memory, and NVidia GeForce GTX 580. We
employ only a single core for CPU computation. For
rendering the paintings included in the paper, full screen
buffers at 1;680� 1;050 resolution were used in NVIDIA
3D-Vision stereo mode. During the painting process, the
system generated visual feedback in real time at more than
80 fps (Table 1).

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the stereo layer concept and brush tools interacting
with left and right view buffers at the same time, our stereo
painting system realizes a holistic solution for from-scratch
WYSIWYG stereo painting. We forgo previous assumptions
about existing 3D models, and our system requires and sup-
ports modeling only essential depth for a stereo painting.
The key benefits of our system are a flexible painting/
modeling workflow that can effectively support common
non-linear art creation processes [15], [27], [28], and a low
learning curve for getting started with stereo painting.

Given the initial positive response, we are eager to
extend and improve our system. Although we presented an
effective rendering algorithm for visual feedback, for inter-
actions introducing geometrical changes, the stereo feed-
back requires re-performing painting interactions, which
needs at least OðnÞ operations for n paint splats. Reducing
the complexity of such operations would be challenging
and important future work. Our depth brushes are gener-
ally an effective tool for depth modeling, but incorporating
additional types of manipulation tools may help to reduce
the time to reach the intended depth effects. Currently, in
an interaction performed in one view, regions only visible
in the other view cannot be accessed. An effective cursor
interaction method that enables access to such hidden
regions will be useful to avoid manual view switching.
Although our system provides high quality appearance of
stereoscopic paint strokes, we plan to experiment with fully
volumetric brushes which can show realistic depth varia-
tion within a single brush stroke. We also want to explore
how artists use our system to experiment with non-realistic
stereo and stereo exaggeration [3].
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